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KEY CONSIDERATIONS - PRODUCT

• The first question is who will be offering the product

– Will a JV entity offer the product?

▪ Doing so affords greater checks for each party on the core portion of the JV

▪ But requires greater planning and investment to get the requisite licenses for 

the JV entity

– Will the plan be offering the product through an existing vehicle?

▪ Can avoid the time and cost of licensing the JV entity offering the products

▪ But presents issues for financials and equity for the JV – i.e., the plan may not 

want the provider acquiring equity in an existing subsidiary
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS - PRODUCT

• Commercial, Medicaid, or Medicare Advantage?

– Medicare Advantage generally provides any easier road to state licensure 

if the payor is not contributing its license to the JV

– Commercial and Medicaid may offer broader membership opportunities

• Will the product offer tiered benefits?

– If so, presumably JV provider will be in highest tier

– What about competitors?

• What is the value proposition that sets the product apart?

– Access to high-value network, seamless experience
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS - MEMBERSHIP

• Typically commercial and/or Medicare Advantage

– Medicare Advantage generally provides any easier road to state licensure 

if the payor is not contributing its license to the JV

– Commercial offers a broader membership

• Who are the targets?

– Is the provider’s existing patient base a sufficient target? 

– How will the parties work together to market and expand the target 

membership?

– Defining the geographic area
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS - NETWORK

• Geographic Area 

– How far are the parties willing to expand the network and membership?

– Plan’s licensure versus provider’s reach

• Exclusivity and Competition

– Can the plan partner with other providers?

– Will provider competitors be in the network? Can the provider veto certain competitor’s 

participation?

• Network Adequacy

– Will provider’s network be sufficient to meet regulatory requirements? To make the 

product attractive to potential enrollees?

• Provider Participation Agreements

– Provider gets favorable terms? (take from one pocket to give to another)
5
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS – PARTICIPATION 
AGREEMENTS

• Will the provider get favorable terms from the JV?

– Depending on the structure of the JV, favorable reimbursement terms may 

simply be shifting profit – or it may make a difference on whose pocket the 

profit flows into

– Keep in mind price transparency rules

▪ It may be difficult to keep the product attractive to other participants if the JV 

provider has exceptionally favorable terms – and others know it

– Value-based compensation

▪ Will the provider assume risk? This can also be profit-shifting – if the provider 

is meaningfully involved in the JV product, it can have the risk without risk-

based compensation
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS – PARTNERSHIP MODEL

• JV Entity versus contractual JV

– Contractual JVs can allow payors and providers to dip their toes in the 

water and try collaboration

– But at the cost of some key features, including equity ownership and control 

of each other’s functions

– May not look that much different from value-based compensation

• JV entity structure

– New entity – new license?

– Will each side contribute infrastructure to the entity?

– Or will it be a JV vehicle which contracts out its functions to the JV partners
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS – FINANCIAL INTEGRATION

• Capital investment 

– Even if the JV entity is a shell, it will need fairly substantial capital to satisfy 

RBC and other regulatory requirements

– Plans typically have the deeper pockets – but should that equate to 

greater control over the entity?

• Distribution Waterfalls

– How much money stays in the entity? How much is paid out through 

contracts (ASAs, PPAs, etc.)? How much is distributed?

• Only one party can do financial statement consolidation

– Needs indicia of control (ownership %, board rights, effective control)
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS - GOVERNANCE

• Will representation be equal?

– If so, consider how to resolve deadlocks

– Many favor 3rd party neutrals, but consider fiduciary duties

• Key Areas for Consideration

– How will additional capital contributions be handled?

– Acquisitions can be particularly thorny, as they can bring competitors into 

the fold, or new partners one side doesn’t necessarily want

– How to agree on expanding business lines?

– Expansion of service area?
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS – EXIT RAMPS

• How hard should it be for a party to leave (or how committed is each 
party to the JV)?

– Can withdrawal occur only at certain times? Due to certain events? Should 

it be discretionary?

– How will withdrawal occur? Call? Put? ROFR?

– Is withdrawal intended to be punitive?

▪ If so, how punitive? How will purchase price be determined? 

– How to determine FMV and purchase price

▪ Remember plan has deeper pockets – this could upset the balance of power 

between the parties
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS – OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

• Exclusivity/Non-compete

– Again, how committed are the parties?

– Should the JV be, for example, the only JV Medicare Advantage plan?

– Geographic scope – doesn’t necessarily need to match the network region

– Network Participation –can provider participate in other networks? Can it 

participate in value-based agreements in other networks?

• Firewalls – Anti-trust

– Parties will be made aware of commercially sensitive information

– JV board members, officers, etc. need to remember fiduciary duties 

• Regulatory Issues (marketing, related bids)
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This material is for general information purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice or any other advice on any specific facts or circumstances. 

No one should act or refrain from acting based upon any information herein without seeking professional legal advice. McDermott Will & Emery* (McDermott) 

makes no warranties, representations, or claims of any kind concerning the content herein. McDermott and the contributing presenters or authors expressly 

disclaim all liability to any person in respect of the consequences of anything done or not done in reliance upon the use of contents included herein. 

*For a complete list of McDermott entities visit mwe.com/legalnotices.

©2021 McDermott Will & Emery. All rights reserved. Any use of these materials including reproduction, modification, distribution or republication, without the 

prior written consent of McDermott is strictly prohibited. This may be considered attorney advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 
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• The PayVider Trend

• Successful Models

• Creating Win-Win Scenarios

Agenda
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Continued March Towards Triple Aim

Continuing into 2022, policy makers and purchasers continue to 

configure the “rules of the game” to significantly reward payers 

and providers that elevate their game to deliver the Triple Aim. 

• Bi-Partisan Agenda to Transfer Total Cost of Care Risk to Private Payers & 

Providers to Improve Solvency of Trust Fund and Promote Efficient & 

Effective Care Solutions 

• CMS and Medicare Policies that Increasingly Require Insurers to Compete 

on Quality, Access & Costs in the Fastest Growing Population Segments in 

the US:   Medicare & Medicaid Enrollees

• Quality & Rate Transparency to Steer Patients & Purchasers to High 

Performing Payers & Providers 

• More Lucrative Payment Policies that Reward Providers that Avoid Errors, 

Overuse and Underuse and Penalize those that Don’t 

• Elimination of Patient Out of Network Cost Sharing Penalties and 

Regulation of Emergency Services Pricing/Rates via the “No Surprises Act”

Employers

Consumers

Rewarding high performing payers and providers
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• Aging population expected to strain federal and state budgets

• Rising mortality rates and decreasing life expectancy

• Continued rise in health expense as a percentage of GDP driven by sustained increases in 

utilization rates, particularly amongst underserved populations, and commercial price increases

• 60% projected increase in traditional Medicare spending per beneficiary over the next decade 

(2019 to 2029)

• Dissatisfied consumer confidence in care coordination, benefits, and surprise billing

Market Forces Driving Value-based Agreements
Addressing systemic affordability, quality and health equity
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Table 1: Mortality Rates, Costs, and Utilization Increase Under Traditional 

Medicare Fee for Service

IHI’s Triple AIM Metrics
Medicare Population-Wide Trend 

(2007-2018)

Mortality Rate per 1,000 Increase from 8.2 to 8.7 

HCAHPS Score Trend No statistically significant change

Risk-Adjusted Per Capita Cost 25% increase

ED Utilization Per 1000 10% increase

Table 2: Triple Aim Metrics Applied to Medicare Advantage Beneficiaries

IHI’s Triple AIM Metrics
Medicare Population-Wide Trend 

(2007-2018)

MA Enrolled Lives 11M to 24M Americans covered

Enrollment Weighted Stars Average 3.18 to 4.07

Hospital Days/1000 2,122 to 1856

Year-over-Year Premiums 40% decrease (2010-2020)s

Average Beneficiary Monthly Premium $44 to $25 (KFF, 2010-2020)

Exceptional Value-based Initiatives Exist
And they have proven remarkably effective in yielding higher quality and lower costs

78% of Medicare Advantage enrollees are in plans 

rated four stars or higher

• 23% fewer hospitalizations

• 33% fewer emergency department visits

• 41% fewer avoidable acute hospitalizations than 

Medicare fee for service
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Medicaid

Growth
Value 

Shift

Medicaid Managed Care Organizations 

• Forty states use managed care models to deliver Medicaid services

• 69% of Medicaid beneficiaries receive care under shared-risk contracts

• 15% Increase in Medicaid Membership in 2020
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What is a Payvider?
Risk-based contractual or joint ownership arrangements between payers and providers

Provider Sponsored Health 

Plans
Joint ventures between 
payers and providers.

Direct employment of 

physicians by national 

providers

Long-term risk-based 
contracting, administrative 
simplification, and member 

(patient) services 
integration

Payers partnering with new 
entrants to impact referral 
patterns, disrupting with 
value-based incentives

For Payers

• CMS will increasingly narrow value-based payment models 

to those that save Medicare money and are scalable to large 

populations.

• There could be a push to achieve payment parity between 

Medicare Advantage and Medicare by moving the Medicare 

Advantage base provider reimbursement rate to 95% of 

Medicare fee for service, with the ability to earn back up to 

100% of Medicare reimbursement through improved 

performance. 

For Providers 

• Most markets will require value-based models to sustain 

margin.

• Growth in specialty-specific payviders (oncology, nephrology, 

etc.) will create risk for providers, losing access to lives or 

lucrative parts of their business if they don’t find ways to align 

and partner. 

• Commercial payers and employers that are willing to replace 

traditional fee-for-service payments with even more lucrative 

PMPM payments in return for delivering on the Triple Aim will 

be attractive partners.

Payvider Models Can Take Various Forms:
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PayVider Reimbursement Value-Continuum
Potential and Plausible Future Scenarios
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Status Quo

FFS with Add-Ons Linked to Quality 

and Value

Majority of payments based on volume 

of services with small proportion (1% 

or less) of payments based on the 

quality/ efficiency of health delivery.

Market Changes

• Price Transparency fully enacted

• Increased payor pressure to limit 

FFS increases

2022

Expanded Fixed Rates w/ Additional 

P4X and/or Upside Only Risk

Payment is linked more to clinical 

efficiency (fixed rates). Opportunities 

for performance-based bonuses.

Market Changes

• Price Transparency fully enacted

• New Medicare reimbursement 

requirements from CMS in 2024, 

tied to VBP

2022-2023

FFS + Alternative Payment Models 

(APMs) w/ Shared Risk

Some payment is linked to the 

effective management of a segment of 

the population. Opportunities for 

shared savings or 2-sided risk.

Market Changes 

• Price Transparency fully enacted

• New Medicare reimbursement 

requirements from CMS in 2024, 

tied to VBP

• Payvider entrance into market (i.e. 

participation in JV / Healthplan)

2024

Population-Based Payment w/ Full 

Risk/Capitated Payments

Payment not directly triggered by 

service delivery (not linked to volume), 

but rather fully based on the 

management of an attributed 

population.

Fee for Service Value-Based PaymentsAlternative Payment Methods

How do Parties need to 

operate when contract 

variations exist across the 

different phases?
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Markets Ripe for Payvider Adoption and Growth
PMPM Population 

Based Opportunities

➢ Q1: Represents high value-
based membership growth 
potential and opportunity to 
differentiate outcomes to 
purchasers and patients by 
honing value-based payment 
and delivery operations.

➢ Q2: Represents high value-
based growth potential given 
demographic/payer changes 
and opportunity to further 
differentiate existing value-
based payment, delivery and 
profitability.

➢ Q3: Represents markets with 
relatively lower value-based 
membership growth potential 
given projected 
demographic/payer changes 
but with incumbents who know 
how to manage risk

➢ Q4: Represents markets with 
lower value-based growth 
potential given competitive 
dynamics and 
demographic/payer changes –
providers and payers should 
validate their value based 
payment and delivery 
operations to date
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Markets Ripe for Payvider Adoption and Growth, cont.

Payvider Market Index Strategy Example Market Primary Opportunity Drivers

Quadrant 1 Double Down Cleveland, OH

• Fueled growth in Medicare and 

Medicaid managed care 

membership from policy makers 

and demographic shifts

• Large hospital systems known for 

being very specialty focused

Quadrant 2 Leverage Existing Entities and Markets Albuquerque, NM

• Several higher performing payers 

and providers

• Continued growth in managed lives 

driven by demographics and payer 

market

Quadrant 3
Expand Existing Entities into Growth 

Markets
Des Moines, IA

• Relatively successful incumbents 

who know how to manage risk

• Low market growth potential for 

Commercial, Medicare Advantage 

and Managed Medicaid

Quadrant 4 Validate Investments Dallas, TX

• Competitive dynamics and 

demographic  and payer changes 

with lower values-based growth 

potential

• High Medicare Advantage 

penetration
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Building a Successful PayVider Business Model

• Membership 

• MLR

• ALR

• Provider Discount of Charges 

• Stars Score

• Risk Score

• Market Share

• Volumes

• Cost/Case
• Managed Care Contract Yield

Traditional Managed Care 

Playbook

Strategically, Financially, and 

Operationally Aligned Scorecards 

That Put Members First

• No. 1 Market Share (members)

• Stable 3-5% Operating Margin

• HEDIS/Stars

• Medical Cost Trend 

• 6-8% ALR  

• 80-85% MLR 

• Net Promoter Score

Payers

Providers
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• Is now the time to more broadly define & document how my managed care team’s goals & 

function(s) dock into my organization’s 5 year enterprise-wide strategic, financial & operating 

model?

• Should I postpone risk deals until clinical operators / physicians demonstrate readiness; fight for 

FFS increases?

• Or is it time to partner internally with my clinical operators / physicians to define/design our 

operating model to deliver right care, right place, right time at RIGHT COST that will attract & retain 

target customers?   

• Should I opportunistically proceed with risk deals with trustworthy purchasers/payers, where 

sufficient glide path, enablement resources (e.g., accurate attribution, data) & relationship trust 

exists?

• Should I aggressively “value price”/cut rates to get more business, now?

• Or should I proceed with “business as usual”/no change?

Career Defining Decisions
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Payers

Increase market share and 
membership, including 
government programs 

Lower administrative costs 
through simplification

Automate UM, UR, and 
credentialing

Improve data standardization and 
automation with providers & 

purchasers

Providers

Increase volume, referrals and 
membership

Increase margin and financial 
performance (APC/DRG/PMPM 

arbitrage)

Reduce denials and higher shared 
savings

Lower direct expense per case 
and administrative costs

Provide a “glide path” to high 
quality and cost effective service 

provision 

Purchasers 
& Policy 
Makers

Lower long-term cost trends

Identify unmet needs of specific 
populations

Lower administrative costs and 
total cost of health care

Improve employee productivity 

Provide leading/lagging metrics to 
inform policy makers regarding 

decisions on incentives and 
investments

Big Bet & No Regret Decisions for Payers and Providers
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Questions?



Creating and Maintaining A 
Positive Provider-Payer 

Relationship
J. Mark Waxman, Esq.

waxmanjm@gmail.com
781-330-5801
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Contract Negotiation: 
Attacking and Avoiding Issues 

• New vs. renewal contracts

• Festering issues
• Coding
• Late payments
• Incorporated payment policies and procedures/time limitations
• Retroactivity
• Language ambiguities
• Merger, acquisition, sale and expansion events



Collateral Issues To Consider

• Avoiding collateral issues that can tie things up
• Fraud and abuse issues

U.S. ex rel. Wilkins v. United 659 F.3d 295
Managed care safe harbors, value based arrangements, etc.

Antitrust exposure 
MFNs, exclusive dealing, monopoly, etc.

Interference with contract claims



Addressing Operational Issues

• The right attitude – “It’s not personal”.

• Create an Operations Committee to address issues, with the right 
personnel

• Don’t let issues fester

• When accounting is at issue, agree on a third party from the outset 



Mediation Is The Right Tool To Preserve 
Relationships
• Internal dispute resolution as a precursor to early mediation.

• Tolling agreements to facilitate resolution.

• Why mediation?

• A philosophy toward a good mediation 



Setting Up The Mediation

• Choosing the mediator

• Establishing the ground rules and the mediation agreement

• Creating a framework for success

• How the mediator can help

• Why mediations fail and avoiding that result



Resolving All The Issues

• The parties can agree to which issues to resolve at any particular time

• Consideration of collateral issues
• The full impact of a resolution and its implementation
• Communicating the results – Content and timing
• Do you need other players to resolve the problem

Putting it all together to preserve—or to the extent possible amicably 
terminate—the relationship!
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